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I.

DISCOVERY AND THE SOCIAL STUDIES

Discovery Defined
received considerable attention
The so-called "discovery approach" has
of subject fields , most notably
from curriculum revisionists in a number
disciplines as well---not the least of
science and mathematics but in other

which has been the social studies.

Indeed, there is now a substantial

approach" and the tzaaching of the
literature focusing on the "discovery

social studies.

1

the discovery approach has been
As a "teaching-3.earning strateQr,"
different writers.
variously describerl and defined by

neither

Interestingly,

"discovery
the proponents nor opponents of the

method" ON

"dis-

agreement upon a definition of the term.
covery approach" are in complete
the sense that while the definition
Briefly and simply stated (simply in
certain precision) , the so-called
is an operational one, it does lack a

teaching-learning activity is so
discovery approach is one in which the
to learn for himself that which
structul ed. that the learner is encouraged

is to be learned or discovered.

2

Anpreach
Teacher Attitudes Toward the Di scovery
evokes strong reacts ons--Among teachers , the discovery approach

ranging from (proponents):

"It's the only way to teach because it makes

spectator in the learning process
the learner a participant rather than a
teacher does
"It's not teaching at all because all the
to; (opponents):

,"

nothing after that; it's nothing but
is start something and then he does
a big waste of everybody's time."

approach is based upon indirect
Much of this reaction to the discovery
with the method.
rather than direct or first-hand experience

Indirect

2.

experience is often the result of discussing other colleagues' experiences

and reactions to the discovery method, observing someone else teach in the
discovery mode, or reading an account of another's efforts to teach in this
style.

Direct or first-hand experience is the result of actually designing

and implementing a "discovery lesson," or actually participating in the
"discovery" as one of the learners.

ENCO=ER WITH DISCOVERY

II.

Plan of Encounter St',ata.
For teacher preparation candidates and neophyte teachers, the likelihood is even greater that their introduction to the discovery method will
be of the indirect type.

The author was interested in providing vospec-

tive teachers with a direct experience with the discovery method and studying
their reactions based upon this first-hand experIence.

Thus a class of

twenty-six students, all me:abers of an undergraduate "social studies methods"

course at the State University of New York at Stony Brook, served both as

subject and object---participating in the teaching-learning situation itself,
and the analysis of their own performance and their reaction: to the entire
experience.

For the encounter with the discovery approach the instructor selected
3

the following "document"
.

.

ONCE UPON a time an elephant made a fricndship with a

One day a heavy thunderstorm broke out, the elephant went
to his friend, who had a little hut at. the edge of thc forest, and said
to him: ''My dear good man, will you please let mc put my trunk
inside your hut to keep it out of this torrential rain?" The man,
seeing what, situation his friend was in, replied: "My dear good
elephant, my hut is very small, but there is room for your hunk
and mpelf. Please put your trunk in gently." The elephant
thanked his friend, saying: "You have done me a good deed and
.one day I slal return your kindness." But what followed? As
soon as thc elephant put his trunk inside thc hut, slowly hc pushed
man.
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his head inside, and finally flung the man out in the rain, rind then
hy down comfortably inside his friend's hut, saying: "NI). dear zood
fiiend, your skin is harder than mine, and as there is not enongh
room for both of us, vou an ali-ord to remain in the rain while I
am protecting my delicate skin from the haihtorm."
The man, seeing what his fri;.nd had done to him, started to
grumble, the animals in the nearby fores', heard the noise and Caine

tO sec what was the matter. All stood around listening to the
heated argument hetween the man and his friend the elephant.
In this turmoil the lion came along roaring, and said in a loud
voiern "Don't you all know that I am the King of the Jungle! I low
dare anyone disturb the peace of my kilw,doin?" On hearing this
the elephant, who V.*Cis One Of the hi:;h minister's in thC ill11.1:le king-

Lord, there is no
dom, replied in a soothing voice, and said:
disturbance of the peace in your kingdom. 1 have only been having a little discussion with my friend here as to the possession of
this little lint which your lordship sees me occupyin,7,." 'The lion,
who v,anted to have "peace and tranquillity" in his kingdom. replied in a noble voice, saving: "I eoniinand my ministers to appoint
a Connnission of Enquiry to go thoroughly into this matter and
report accordingly." He then tinned to the man ond said: "You
have done well by establishinn, friendship with my people, especially with the elephant who is One of my honourable ministers of
state. Do not grumble any more, your hut is not lost to you.
Wait until thc sitting of my Imperial Commission, and there you
will be given plenty of cppottunity to sLte your case. I am sure
ono: ic sit \rn1 1,c 1,1,2:nn:d
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The man was very pleaed by these sweet WM" Cis from the King' of
the Jungle, and innocently waited for his opportunity, in the belief,

that naturally the hnt would be returned to him.
The elephant, obeying the command of his master. 2,ot busy with
other ministers to appoint the Commission of Enquiry. The fol-

lowing elders of the jungle were appointed to sit in the Co:nmission: (1) Mr, Rhinoceros; (2) Mr. Buffalo; (3) Mr. Alligator;
(4) Ile Rt. non. Mn TIDN: to act as chairman; and (5) Mr, Leopard
to act as Secretary to the Commission. On seeing the personnel,
the man protested and wsked if it was not necessary to include in
this Commission a member from his side. But he was told that
it was impossible, since no onc from his side was well enough edu-

cated to understand the intricacy of jungle law. Further, that
there was nothing to fear, for the members of the Commission wcrc
all men of repute for their impartiality in justice, and as they were
gentlemen chosen by Cod to look after thc interest of races less
adequately endowed with teeth and claws, he might rest assured
that they would investigate the matter with the greatest care and
report impartially.

The Commission sat to tai,:c the evidence. The Rt. Hon. Mr.
EleiThant was fir.q cahed. I c came along v.itli a superior air,
brushing his tus with a sapling which Irs. Eh:Thant had provided, and in ar, authoritative voice said: "Gcntlemen of the jungle,
there is no need :'(); rne to waste your valuable thne in rioting a
story which I am surC vOil all 3:now. I have always regarded it as
my duty to protect the interests of my friends, and this appears to
1:a'C eau!,ed the ruisunderstandi:.,g between myself and my friend
here. He invited me to save his hut from being blown away by a
hurricane. As the hurricane bad gained acCeSs owing to tine WIoccuriicd space in the hut, I considered it necessary, in nay fi.iend's
own interests, to turn the undeveloped space to a more economic
use by sit-tin; in it myself; a duty which rny of you would un,
doubtedly Jiavc pe;formed witll equal readiness in similar circumstances."
After hearing, tile Rt. Hon. Mr. Elephant's conclusive evidence,
the Conin,ision cahed
Ilycna and other elders of the jungle,
who ali supnorted what :\ Ir. Elephant had said. They then called
the num, who began to zive his own aCCoufli C,f ftc disputr% But
the Commission cut him short, saying: ",\Iy r,or.,d man, please confine .yourself to relcant issues. We .c ahead\ heard the circumstances from various unbiased sources; all vA \vish you to tell us is
whether the undeveloped space in yonr }nit was occupied by anyone el.7e before NIT.. Elephant assumed his position?" The man
bc:in to say: "No, but----" But. at this point the Commission declared that they had heard sufFicient evidencc from both sides and
IL:iled to consider tacir decision. After enioyin;-; a delicious meal
at the expense of the Rt. Non.
Elephant, they reached their
verdict, called the man, and declared as follows: "In our opinion
this dispute has arisen throgh a rcgretta,le mi',und,estanding due
to the br.c1;wardnss of Your ideas. NVe consider that Mr. Elephant has fulfilled his sacred duty of protecting your interests. As
it As clearly for your good that the space should be put ro its most
economic use, and as You yourself have not Yet reo.ched the sta,c
of expansion which would enable you to fill it, we consider it necessary to arrange a compiomise to suit both parties.
Elephant
shall continue his u::cupation of your but, but we give you Fimission to look for a site where you can build another hut more suited
to your needs, and we will sec thilt you are well protected."

The man, having no alternative, and fearing that his refusal
might expcxe him to tlie teeth and claws of members of the Commission, did as they suggested.

But no sooner had he built another

hut than Nil. Rhinoceros charged in with his horn.lowered and
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ordered the man to cuit. A Royal Comoiisin was again apw.as
pointed to loci:: into the ma'.tcr, and the .sule
Leo;nrd,
This proccdu7e \va:i rcpca!ed until Mr.
hyena and the rest wcre HI .:ccommodated wit'a new huts. Then
the man decidc.:d thiu- he must adopt an elfec[iVC method of protection, since C.,Gulinimions of Enix;ni:v did not scem to be of any use
to him. He sat dr...,..Yn and said: "N:j;enda fti ndea;r:ga motegi,"
"thcre ir; nothing ft:A trc-ads on le ear:h
which
that cannot be tr.,-Ippcd,- or in other vo:ds, you can fool people for
a time, but ziot forever.
Early one ni,i):ning, sy:len the huts r:Iready occu-g;ied by the jungle
lords were all bcgiunin:; to d,rav and fall to picces, hc went out
and 1-;:ttcr hut a h LIe dt.uicc away. No sooner
and built a
sccn i than he came ru3hinz in, onlv to find
had NIL
that Mr. Elephant svls already inside, sound ;Is:cep. N1r. Leonard
Fox, and NIr. Buffalo
next came in at the wind'yx, .N1r. Lion,
f;): a p:ace in the shade
VlC
entered the doors, whilc ,\ Ir. iiyena
baskcri on the roof. Pre:cntly they HI bean
and
disputin:4 about their ri;.nts of penetration, a.ad from c'i:;puting they
came to fightin?... and while they were HI cn)brofl..;d together Iihe
junzle ?olds and
man set the hut on fIrc and burnt it to the
all.. Then he \vent ',Ionic, saving: "Peace is costly, but it's worth
the expense," and lived happily eve;: after.
11-.

This document, presented just as it apr.ears above (i.e. without
identification as to author, title, setti:Ig, or source) was carefully

selected for the .discovery lesson because the instructor believed it had

good potential for the discovery approach:

it co ld be treated as a

self-contained entity; was short and easily studied within a typical
45-60 minute class sessicn; had a story-line of its own and nede interesting reading; contained enough clues as to its origin and meaning to
enable the pa- ticipants to actually 12.41e this discovery by workini; with

the document itself; etc.

document was by no means a
deliberate choice.

Therefore, the selection of this particulia.r
n

random sample," but rather a conscious 4nd

The author wishes to strongly emphasize this point!

6.

OPng Strate,77:
The prospective secondary school social studies teachers were given
the document in claF:s (where they saw it for the first time) and asked to
read it individually.

Class sessions were audio taped to provide an accu5

rate

record for subseg_lent analysjs.

INSTRUCTOR:

H.-re is a :-Ioc-..;ment I wo,Ild like to share with yeu today.

Let's tae o-J,t a few T.linutes and read it to ourselves before
we look a-, it together.
*

*

*

INSTRUCTOR:

What do you think this is?

Richard:

A story.

Gory:

It's hard tp say, because it's not a story just as it is; it's
trying to say something else.

Mark:

It's more than a story.

Kenny:

lt's obvic..:sly about imperialism.
orr,, nr

G1

at the end; but each character could be rocresentative of
r. EleI didA't think of imPerialism, as much as
something.
phant beinz Hitler, and the Sudetenland with the hut.
Robert:

I thought of China and the early 20th century.

L;STRUCTOR:

[Teacher
Let's set so:1:e of these hypothesis on the chalkboard.
Are
there
any
other
hyyotheses.:
lists hypoheses on chalkboard.]

Lewis:

Parable.

Alan:

Allegory.

Billy:

It depends on how you interpret it, really.

Patricia:

I don't think it's Hitler because though the story is "generalizeable" it refers to two types of people. You know the man is
referred to as a lesser being by the elerhant. But Hitler, he
wanted to take what was supposedly riEhtfully Germany's according
He wasn't going after an undereveloped area, a
to his beliefs.
The ending, with all the animals fighting over that
lesser area.
piece of territory--well, it doesn't Quite fit. There is imPlied
throughout the story two types of civilizations and it seems that
they're all cuite true as opposed upon non-white countries in
Africa and Asia, and Latin America.

7.

Billy:

I don't know. I didn't fig-ire this was anything moro th,:n a
I've read an account in a ma,2azinc recently d-sc,-ibinc
fable.
some practices in different terms and it turns cut it was just
an American ...just another way of describing somethinr we
I think if yeu
somecne's hair.
do--I thimk ft was c;:mb ir.
generalize this thinr to im-nerialism or China or anythin, you

can make any sort of fableyou knewread in words to it.

It

seems more -- less.jt;st liko som-bor'y said, ono of A,-.F.en's
Fables, when you just road in thinr,s into it, taking out some
characters here and replacing them with other characters.

Barbara:

You knew, as 1 read the end, in a way it's so-t of like the bit
about the -ni justifies the means. That's Communism
It's suptosei to he burning down all the huts, burninr down all
down all the societies, but peace in the end
the-states,
In other w--)rds, peace is costly, but it's

will be c":-.ained.

worth the e:(pense.
philosophy.

You know, it's sort of like a Communist

Gail:

I also sec...well, this is after you qualified the imperialism...
Uh, you know, the Ner.ro is allowed to have a
the urban troblem.
slum, and the white 'neople decide for the Negroes own benefit
that they'ro ..oint-; to destroy the slum, or what they put up-Then
middle class project--until the Negro moves someplace else.
the Negroes move scmenlace else and they have a chance once ar,ain.
Then they '.:ut up middle class projects they can't afford anymore
But as of last summ,-:r the Negroes started
and it becomes a cycle.
doing...wel:, it's very funny how the man burns the huts down...
and now the Negroes are burning the rhettos down themselves.

Charlie:

says--evrybody seems to be p:oving his point.
Just like
Everybody s,:-.=s to be hitting just anywhere. You can just rationalize it a little bit.

Impatience and Annoyance
At this point the class seemed to show some impatience with the multitude
of hypotheses now before it.

hitting just anywhere."

As Charlie complained, "Everybody seems to be

Impatience soon turned to annoyance and led to a

demand from some of the more voiceforous members of the class to know what this

"thing" was; they looked to the instructor to provide the answer.

Another

group resisted this attempt to turn to the instructor for a solution.

INSTRUCTOR:

Then are you sturgesting that it can be anything?

Billy:

Well, not anything, but you know, it can be rationalized into
being a let of things.
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Paul:

Tell us what it is!

Kenny:

don't andersoand how you set to that point of view---skint7
Dr. Seifman to te'l us what it is!

Billy:

'Zou have
readins in.
1 think everybody is just roing to
at ]east five different things dowil, here. You'll think of

another...
Gloria:

Barbara:
Billy:

It wasn't obviKenny, you said 4t was obviously imperialism.
I thought it was obviously
ously -,7ritten about imnerialism.
Yabls
in
a
book
or scmethins. That would
maybe one o=
seem mcre reasonable to me.
think

c,c)::.e Communist wrote it.

Right now! You're gonna keep
That's what I want to know!
You've Got six different
tbirhin but you don't really know.
things.

',OW what is it?

Mark:

You're lookinr for a definitive answer to this fable.

Billy:

We could
sit here for tne rest of this nour and people are gonna keep
coming up with things.

Kenny:

In other words, if you so to a movie, you would like a big thing
writtzn on the screen sayins, "This was written by so and so,
with such and such backrround." Why can't you just see the film
and determine for yourself what it's all about? Nobody has to

want tr,

1.-sw what it ic7!

Don't kee-s giving ideas.

uell you.

Repeated. Recuest fcr Closure

The discussion, hypothesizing, arguing, etc., continued along with renewed
calls for the instructor to settle things by telling the group what "the thing"
really was.

The instructor attempted to turn the auestion back to the group.

John:

O.K., Dr. Seifman, what is it?

INSTRUCTOR:

The important thing is what do you think it is?

Arlene:

It just
Well, maybe it doesn't matter what we think it is.
matters that we would be able to find out what it is.

INSTRUCTOR:

How would you go about it?

Lauretta:

The way we've been going is like a process of elimination.

9

9.

INSTR=R:

Can you eliminate any one of these?

Valeolm:

No. (Law:hter)

Kathy:

We could do it.

Why don't we just say it's a fictionalized
Then
account cf somethin. Perhans with nloral izIrlications.
you can erase everything else.

Analysts

:7:f Hypotheses an71 Process of Elimination

The group then ben a process of analyzing the various hypotheses,
eliminating some and narrowing down the possibilities.

Phillip:

Well, I think we can eliminate Hitler and urban riots.

Michael:

It's not an Aesop's fable.

INSTR=R:

Can you support that?

Michael:

It didn't sound like any of the others I've ever read.'

William:

Just because it started "once upon a time"?.

Michael:

It's too complex...

Gal:

T dc)n't

Charlie:

Maybe it's just a story!

Brian:

Might be a special type of short story.

Gary:

It's got a moral.

Barbara:

Doesn't an allegory have a moral?

(Laughter)

it's an al3eaory eca:iac I think an alleRorv means
know, someto represent something like oppositeby using, you
So if everybody here is
thing opposite of what it's saying.
thinking in terms of that this represents imPerialism, then
obvious in the
allegory should represent the opposite of what's
thinking or the reading.

Confusion of Terms
considerable
As the discussion progressed it became evident that there was

the various
disagreement over the meanings and distinctions between and among

terms used by the group.

INSTRUCTOR:

etc., are
Are you saying then that an allegory, a fable, a parable,
all the same thing?

10.

Phillip:

Y.aybe an alle;:ory cr som:::thinz that is comtarable wcul4n't

use animals, but =, fle vuid hc,.ve
Barbara:

I th' nk allcrcry is b-4nr, ..1sed wron:T know what
allegory mcan.i.
I think it's re:resentf.ng the
think somelody said alle:_;ry--can you give us a definition

of what allegory ean':
-

Phillip:

Wel

INSTRUCTOR:

Look, here we are sittin;.- around the Curriculum Laboratory
err' w- -an't se--: to d'stinuisn cr agree on what's a fable,

I think 1 can, but i'n not sure if I'm right.

what 's an al'ory, what's a 1:arable, etc.
a way for resolvin
Marjorie:

.

INSTRUCTOR:

Can anyone suzgest

Got any dictionaries':

We 've got several in the room. One here, another one over
here, and another one over there.

Tramsiti onal

Several students looked up the different terms and read them
aloud; the

group tried to dete=ine which definition seemed to "best fit"
the document
before them---the consensus being that it was most likely
a fable of some
kind.

The instructor then tried to direct the group's attention to an inves-

tigation of the background of the author or authors of the document.
INSTRUCTOR:

What can we tell about the person or persons who wrote this?

Kenny:

It's a modern day person.

Charlie:

It's not Yiddish! ... "Ng' enda thi ndeagaga motegi."

INSTRUCTOR:

Do you know. Yiddish?

Charlie:

No, maybe it is Yiddish!
.

Alan:

Spanish?

Charlie:

It's ridiculous!

INSTRUCTOR:

Why?

No...it's not Spanish.
\
i

i
i

1

Charlie:

Why? Because you get somebody like
Tolkien 14no'll sit down and
make a fool language.
So you can't say something like this--you
know--where it "comes from- "

11.

INSTRUCTOR:

Where does Tolkien "com

Charlie:

England, I believe.

INSTRUCTOR:

So we can say that Tolkien "comes from" Enz2and,

Charlie:

Yeah, but you can't get that out of his writing.

Lewis:

Yes you can.

Charlie:

I mean you cculd--a little bit--you know--you could think all
:iut you know....somebody from c.ne country
these crazy things.
could write a book about another country.

fro:1":

can't we?

Analysis of the Animals
The "relativist faction" in the class azain Picked 1.11) the earlier argu-

ment that "it could mean anything...but there's gust no way of telling or

saying...etc."

The instructor reminds the grou_ that they did in fact find

a way to deal with this argument earlier in the session.

INSTRUCTOR:

Well, there are some people whp said earlier that we can't say
And now we're
what this thing is because it colald -ce anything.
n4

.

s4.

1-Nr-s4

-1,

well in agreement--that they think they can say it ni,7,:nt well bca fable.

Now some: are saying that we can't tiy say what

country this person might come from. Y.aybe given a few minuJ,:e
work on it, we might be able to eliminate one place or swgest
some possibilities. Can you, for example, give us one place
that the author probably cannot come from':
Lauretta:

Africa.

INSTRUCTOR:

Why can't the author come from Africa?

Lauretta:

If he lives in that country how could he possibly throw
buffaloes and allisators in wit;: rhinoceroses and leopards
He would use other animals.
in the same story?

Phillip:

Africans are sometimes educated in Western countries and then
go back.

Laurette:

No, I'm saying I think he would use other animals, all African
animals - not alligators or foxes.

INSTRUCTOR:

"It cen't possibly be an
Let's get this on the challtboerd:
African." "It might be an African with a Western education."

12.
Richard:

An alligator isn't an African animal.

m
Irisn:

It could te anybody who's had a 'eztern education.

Billy:

if you can say it's an Afrioan that's had a West,.rn
you can sly it's an Asian who's had a Western education.
could go threugh the whole seven continents.

INSTRUJTIDR:

You

Y.ou say, "Western educated, can you give us some documentation

for it%
Trish:

It sounds like it's
The bit about the Commissions of Inouiry.
English, and the Royal Cemmissien also gi7es a sense of royalty.

Alan:

If I had to r-ick cut a country I'd say England.

Charlie:

I say Dr. ,7eifman wrote it!

INSTRUCTa:

Then you think the author is "American or U.S. educated."

Can

you supy.ort it
Charlie:

Uh, not really, just a hunch.

INSTRUC7DR:

:_re all of these as ,zood as any others or could you say, "Here's
some evidence that it tends to be this, this one not that; or
here's =ore evidence for this and lese evidence for th,=7:2"

Richard:

It tend: to be non-African because the animals aren't Af,-ican.
'inere are at least two anmais in it tnat you dcn't fino, in
Africa and if it was even suptosed to be read by somebody in
Africa that relates to it, they wouldn't use those animals.

Brian:

Wild buffalces are in Africa.

Michael:

Anybody could know about the animals....Don't worry about the
animals.

Richard:

You said alligators and fox, neither of which is found in Africa.

Kathy:

You would think they'd be less familiar with an alligator and a
fox then they would with a crocodile and a water buffalo.

Brian:

Have you ever seen a crocodile?

Kathy:

Have I ever seen one?

Brian:

Have you ever seen a water buffalo?

Kathy:

Yes.

Brian:

Now, is this Africa?

Yes.

13.

General Confusion an:1

The students began arguing among themselves over the wIrious animals
and the implications of the usf, of these particular animals in the document

before them.

The "relativist faction" saw this disareement and evident

confusion (i.e. breakdown of class decor=) as support for its position.

INSTRUCTOR:

Now, we've .got two groups in huddles and we've got one group
in battle with another. Where are we?

Billy:

Nowhere!

Charlie:

The story can be any Place in the world and the author can come
It can never be found.
from anyplace. You can't tell.

INSTRUCTOR:

Oh!

I challenge that.

In fact, I think you can find it for

us.

Alan.

England and che U.E.
You can eliminate some of the same ideas.
are bnth "Western educated" so Inrzland and the U.S. would be
included in the Western education.

Trish:

When I said Western educated. I thought 0, a person who would te
familiar with the English fnstitution of government in regard to
this

INSTRUCTOR:

Well, what's the evidence for English government rather than
American government, rather than French government or German
government':

Trish:

Because it said something about, "In our opinion this dispute
has arisen through a regrettable misunderstanding due to the
backwardness of your ideas." it sounds like a very "Englishy"
type of statement. The Germans wouldn't say something like
The French, I don't think, would either.
that.

Barbara:

Dr. Seifman, did you write it?

INSTRUCTOR:

No, I did not write it.

Alan:

I think it was written by an Enraishman...you know, it's just
the way the phrases sound...like I think it's very English,
like "pw dear good elephant" on the first nage. That sounds
very English. And then again if I thought--if I believed--that
it was a common philosophy, I'd say it was written by a Russian
or a German.

INSTRUCTOR:

Is there evidence here then that it's Russian?
arguing now for the English?

AI a
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Or are you

Malcolm:

I'm really getting very confused because I don't know now
whether to look at the phraseolo:7 of the sentence or to look
If I look
said.
at what's inside, you know at wha'.:'s bein
at what's being said I could even agree with Robert cn China.
I think the Communist idea is very well nut.

William:

I never studi,d about
Well, uh, I'm not a history major
Britain, but the Commission of Enouiry and the Imrerial
Commisslon has what the British established, a...

Michael:

That's why it could be England or France.

Barbara:

It looks like the author liv,Js in a country that Just fourht
a successful war, because he said "Peace is costly, b...zt it's
worth the expense."

Robert:

No. That's the philosophy of communism, that's exactly what
communism says.

Barbara:

Like they just fought a war,
No, that's not the point though!
a defensive war or an offensive war, it doesn't matter. It

-could be a defensive w. But peace is costly, it cost them a
lot of lives, but now they're safe.
Gary:

In this thing, who do you think is the communist, the man or
the animal?

Robert:

The man.

Gary:

The man:

Robert:

Yes.

The animals are all the states that will eventually fall.
They'll be successful first and then they'll fall. The man is
the one 'who burned down the huts.

Now I don't know...Is that native

Arlene:

It says, "Once upon a time."
English cr American':

Trish:

The word "honorable." The word honorable is spelled "h-o-n-o-u-r"
which is an English spellingthat's not the American spelling.

Charlie:

Yeah, but I spell it that way.

Billy:

So do I.

Brian:

It can't be Americanlet's see if we can find a couple of other
words that end in "o-u-r."

Kathy:

They use the word "mi2isters," and we never use "ministers" in
America.

15.

Call for a Vote

As the discussion appeared to be moving less and less toward a definite

agreement, impatience again began to set in.

Billy:

Could we vote on it', 'cause everyb:)* has a different ci:nion?

INSTRUCTOR:

Did we vote on what we thought this thing was or did we have
some real hard evidence?

Billy:

O.K.

INSTRUCTOR:

Trish has asked us to look at the spelling of one werd-"honourable." Are there any others?

Brian:

"Minister."

William:

"Royal Commission."

Mark:

Well, they also use the "King cf the Jungle" and we don't
have a king.

Brian:

They use titles--"The Rt. Hon."

INSTRUCTOR:

Some think that this person could be German educated, United
States educated, English educated, any one of these--or do
you think one of these seems to be more plausible at this
point?

Richard:

Oh, I'll stick to the United States.

Trish:

I make a motion for England.

Malcolm:

I second it.

INSTRUCTOR:

England, English...You think then? Now the question is this,
does the person who wrote this come from England, or is this
person English educated, or is...

Marjorie:

Is he writing about England?

Brian:

He is writing in England, or he wouldn't use the "OU" spelling.

Kenny:

He was educated in that tradition, but I don't think you could
say where.

Brian:

In England they spell honourable that way.

Kenny:

Well--it could be an English colony--like Rhodesia.

So then...there's just no evidence!

16.
Buildir,T;

n Te H7toth.-ses

At this point the instructor attempted to get the grout to build u-non
those tentative hyl:o*.heses for which there seemed to be consensus.

INSTRUCTOR:

Let's see where we -are so far. You seem to think the author
Try to
is Enzl:leh educated ad that this thin7 is a fable.
If we know whrtt a fable is sur)tosed to
put the two tcgether.
do, based uton our dictionary definition ("a very short story
that teaches a leosen...usully about animals who act and

talk like peonle"), then the question is what seems to be the
lessen that's tau:--.ht':
I

Gary:

Well, if he's English educated, it would be imperialism.
think so anyway...

Kenny:

He may not be from
I think he's had English background.
England. lie might be from one of the countries colonized by
England.

Ena-lish/En:!land vs. Enzlish:Enmlish Co'ony

There now arp_eared to be two major hypotheses before the group:

INSTRUC7OR:

be Eng,lish in the sens- that hc resides or
Sce ,-ny he
Some say he may be English educated residlives in England.
You seem to be in
ing cr living in one of the colonies.
general azreement about these two possibilities. Is there
any way of tutting either of these two protositions to the
7nen the
test,...some evidence for this in the document
man sits down, what does he say?

John:

He's saying "there is nothing that treads on the earth that
cannr-t bP tracp,.,d."

INSTRUCTOR:

What's he ..;ay John:

John:

"Ng'enda thi ndeagaga motegi.

INSTRUCTOR:

He is English educated
O.K., listen to the propositions again.
British,
he is English
and he is in England, he is English or
Is there any more
educated and living in one of the colonies.
support for one possibility over another?

Lewis:

The colonies.

John:

I think you can say that he has been in someplade other than
England, and perhaps English is his second language. It's a
crises for him and very frequently people in tight spots will
lapse back into wbat is more clear for their personality, like,

It's Africa.

1

17.

John (Cont.) oh, if you saw T. OPZAT ESCAFE. These people, the Americans,
were escaping from a GerLn.n prison camp, and they were impersonating Germans and the way they were ca-Ight...someone
"Have a nice trip" (in German) and the guy turned arol;nd and
It's like...you lapse ba,:k into
said "rfhnl.s" (in English).
these patterns, which you maintain, which can be submited to
So you might say he was probably born so:neother tatterns.
place other than England, probably a colony and was educated
in English tradition..
Now aren't we getting at the origin of the man in the story
and not necesF3arily the author? I mean, it's written from
his point of view, but the author and the man in the story
are not the same person, I don't think, and if we solve this
problem of finding out who the man in the story is we still
haven't solved the problem of author.
INSTRUCTOR:

Well, we could ask...from who's point of view is it being told?

Gail:

The man's...but the man in 1-21e story and the author are not
necessarily one and the sar;:e Person.

INSTRUCTOR:

If we're not willing to say
O.K., then let's put...this way.
what is the place of origin of the author, can we say what is
the origin of the point of view of the speaker of the story?
Would you be willing to accept that?

Gail:

Yes.

INSTRUCICR:

O.K., and where would you place it?

Alan:

English colony.

INSTRUCTOR:

Rather than native of one part of Great Britain?
a Londoner?

Alan:

Yes.

INSTRUCTOR:

I see.

Rather than

Would anyone want to narrow it down to any particular
area of British colonization? Would you be willing to go that
far?

Lewis:

I'd go to Africa.

INSTRUCTOR:

Is there any internal evidence in the story that would tend to
support that in addition to language?

Phillip:

Maybe the animals, it's a jungle story.

INSTRUCTOR:

Doesn't British Guiana have jungles?

Kathy:

Are there lions in South America?

13

18.

ana An

Closi-

Sensing that the class hour was just absut up, the instructor attemted
to brin;7 the s,.ssion to a close and also set the stage for the follow-up
discussion at the next class rneeting:

When we started out many said t:lat "You ,fust can't tell anything
Y.ake a note
about this thinT7,...thre's just no evidence, etc."
For
our
next
class
of where you thin?. we are at this point.
meeting, reflec.., bac?: uPon today's cl%ss and come Prepared to discuss what »as going on today and your 1%:actions to it.

INSTRUTOR:

III.

ANAIYSIS OF CLASS REACTION TO DISCOURY ENCOUNTER

Polarf2ation

An analysis of the transcribed tapes of the "discovery" session and those
of the subsequent class meeting at which the prospective teachers discussed

their reactions reveal that not only was student reaction to the discovery
session mixed, but that a marked Polarity.developed within the class.

Opponents:

Charis

Undoubtedly, the most vociferous members of the class were opponents of
the "discovery approach."

They leveled the following charges at the dis-

covery mode:
1.

(Time Consuming): "It's too drawn out." "It takes too long!" "There
just isn't enough time for a teacher to teach this way and have the kids
cover all they have to cover."

2.

"With the discovery approach we can just read anything
(Relativism):
we want into anythLrg." "It's all relative!"

3.

(Uninteresting): "The material itself war,n't interesting." "It just
[Note: Some who raised this objection
diekn't hold my interest."
thought the discovery ap=ach "might stand a chance" if the material
were interesting.]

4.

[criticism of the method] "This 4nproach might
(Not Social Studies):
be a good education for a lawyer, to get at the facts of a case or
something, but I can't see this discovery method being of any value for
[criticism of the material] "I don't see how
a social studies class."
you could use this material for a social studies class---what does it
have to do about history?"
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5.

.

"There's nothinE factual that cane out %.:f our session
(No Content):
In social studies classes you have to learn faotual
with the document.
things." "There's just no content in this approach.
11

6.

"You just can't get a real class of kids to figure
(Unrealistic):
out all these thing,s from a thing like this. Maybe we could do it but
they couldn't."

ProPonents:

Ciains

Proponents of the "discovery approach" marshalled the following tyres
of arguments in support of the method:

"It's a good way to approach materials because it's
"It's motivating and gets you involved in what's going

1.

(Motivation):
interesting."
on."

2.

"You learn skills cf finding out how to go al:out finding
out information." "It's like learning how to learn about social
studies."

3.

h
5.

6.

(Skills):

"The Point is
(Understanding): "It leads to greater understanding."
that you're trying to discover it yourself...you take an active part,
not just sit there and have somebody tell you who wrote it and what
it's all about."
(Learning from Others): "I learned a lot from what others had to say
and even cnanged my mind after hearing different arguments::

You can find out what these different
"It has content.
animals rePresent and even locate the place and Period of history
This could lead to a discussion of imperialism."
talked about.
(Content):

does have something to do with social
"The docul-:11
(Social Studies):
"The man's weak an( can't do anything...like the African
studies."
nations in the 19th century, 1.hen the English and others came over and
conquered them. The man was weak and had to submit."

Reauest for Instructor's Opinion

Inevitably, the group turned to the instructor and asked his opinion:
Gloria:

Was it all a waste of time?

Allan:

Did we accomplish anything?

INSTRUCTOR: I think we saw that if you gave a group of people a document
that didn't have an identifying source as to its title or its
author, and did not identify it as being of a particular kind
of literary .work, they could dj.stinguish the fine shades of

20.

INSTRUCTOR
(Cont.):

literary works. I think
distinctions between various modes of
the group was able to
we could also say that in the hour
(whatever you
identify certain combinations of words, syntax
like it came from a
want to call it) that made it sound
kind of Particular
particular culture rather than some other
that in the hour the group was
culture. I think we could say
langua,2:e of the document
able to identify that although the
English), there are even
is a lantlage we us'e (the languare is
that some cultures
variations in that written lanruage so
variant
in the snelling--using the same alphabet we use have a
might be a clue to the cultural
and the variant in the spellin
also say that there
origin of the author. I think we could that is first nature
might be a difference between a lanruaE;e
language. That is, a disto a person...and a person's second
thinks in and then
tinction in terms of the language one
mortei, which
translates into--i.e. "'Ng'enda thi ndeagagP
I think we would also
literally means 'there is nothing...'"
fool people for a time but not
say that the phrase "...you can
familiar quotation (one
forever" sound.s like a mis-memory of a
know) and 1-hat this might be a
that we would expect someone to
of that
clue to the person's "distance" from the source
original quotation.
didn't all hear (or
Another thing that happened was that we
I had the advantage of
listen to) what everyone else said.
listen closely to what
listening to the tape so I was able to
people said was that certain
was said. Another thing that
globe in certain combinaanimals are distributed across the
une place
titi

tls, lla Lelia Lu

lit: found it

also say we had
rather than another Place. I think we could
to, if not where the
at least two pretty good hypotheses as
then at least where he was
person who wrote this came from,
distinguish between
educated...and further, that we might even
received his education,
where a terson lives now and where he
he writes...the language
from the way he communicates...the way
we could distinguish an
he uses, etc. We also seemed to say
whose side (animal or man)
author's point of view in terms of
was being taken in this narrative.
least imtortant thing is the
As for myself, I would say the
most imPortant thing
final answer of "who" wrote it, and the
Possibilities, establishing
is "how" the group went from listing
narrowing down these
hypotheses, eliminating certain hypotheses,
"these seem more probable
hypotheses, etc., to saying finally,
than others."

Conclusion

clearly demonstrate
Transcriptions of the tape recorded class sessions
experience with the discovery aptroach were
that reactions to this first-hand
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"mixed."

More specifically, Polarization occured---reactions were sharply

diVided either for or against the discovery approach.
and there was little middle ground.

Feelings ran high

The students (all social studies

teacher certification candidates) either intensely liked the "first-hand"

experience and supported the discovery approach (this group was in the
minority), or were extremely displeased with the "first-hand" experience and
found the discovery approach not of their liking (the latter not only constituted the majority but were also the most vociferous).

Subsequently,

the students were each asked to design an original social studies lesson
in the "discovery mode" and actually teach it to a group of students in
any of the neighboring public schools.

This additional "first-hand"

experience--now as teacher--tended to confirm and support each students
original attitude toward the discovery approach.
reported

That is, the proponents

that "It was great...they [the public school students] really

made some great discoveries," and the opponents reported that "It was

really a bad scene...they didn't get anyplace...a real waste of time."

Postscrirt

As a postscript, it should be noted that the following semester when
these same students were doing their student teaching, many sought out
the instructor and asked to borrow "that document we did in class" for
use with their own classes.

Most interesting of all, at least to this

writer, is the fact that a substantial number of those asking to borrow
the "document" were among the vociferous majority who during the preceding
semester were so strongly opposed to the "discovery method."

When asked

why they now wanted to try this approach, the general response was something like this:
anything.

"It's so hard to get these kids of mine interested in

!.!aybe this will work?"
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5Almost all class sessions of the methods and materials class were audio
tuned and the tapes made available to the students (unon request) for
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session - hich was all.-:ost at the midpoint' of the semester - the students
were quite familiar with the Presence of the tape recorder.

